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Story of a Publisher
BY ALAN SWALLOW

mY does one do it? Why does one attempt publishing without
aining in the publishing centers? How does one get the arrogance,
it may· be called that, to feel that a mantle of destiny has fallen
lito his shoulders? The reasons are difficult to ;lnalyze. Probably the
est I can do is to sketch ~ bit of intellectual autobiography.
I grew up on an irrigated farm in northwestern Wyoming neat the
IWO of Powell. Quite early I became an omniverous reader of all
Ie materials at hand. These consisted of popular magazines, popular
~tion and nonfiction; in addition, I early acquired a tremendous
lterest in science and technology, particularly mechanics. And, like
lany another adolescent of the time, I fooled around a great deal
ith old"cars and motorcycl~.
My adolescent intent was to become an engineer, probably in the
~onautical field. I do not rec;aU just when I first picked up an
Iterest in serious literature, which early meant poetry and philoSophy. There must have been some interest in· the spring of the year
turned sixteen, because I recall· that I rode. into town to sell a
lotorcycle l had for a year or two. Then my parents took me to
~ardner, Monta~, which is the. north entrance to Yellowstone Naonal Park, and that Summer Of:1931 I ran a filling station in Garder for a family which maintained a summer tourist business there.
'his business consisted of a grocery store and soda fountain in a large
uildingand a filling station next door; it was my job to run the
lling station. My hours were long in that I worked from six in the
loming until eight or 'eight-thirty at night. But typical tou~t .busf·
less of that time was spotty, and there .would be rushes of thirty
linutes of bard work and then periods of fifteen or thirty minutes in
~hich there wouldn't be much to do. .
.
I did not. have much money for books, but I discove]'~d then the
Ialdeman-Julius publications. One could buy the Little Blue Booles
wenty for a donar and the largerbo.oks· ten for a dol1ai~·and during
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the summer I bought probably two hundred fifty. I also acquired a
few other books and magazines, including, I recall, Will Durant on
philosophy and such magazines as The Thinker. I did a great deal
of reading, then, during this summer, primarily in the fields of poetry,
plays, philosophy, socialism, free thought. It was during that summer
also that I first started to write poetry.
I was tremendously attracted by several things that I learned then:
first, by the effort of Haldeman-Julius to provide good literature at
inexpensive prices-and I suppose that there was planted a small
seed of the idea of publishing at some tiffie; second, through Halde·
man-Julius publications of magazines and through reading other
materials, I became aware of the group we call the "little'magazines."
I was certainly impz:~ed with the idealism and the efforts of these
magazines to put out a quality work without consideration for commercial results.
During the next two years, lIly senior year in high school and first
year at the University of Wyoming, I became more and 'more interested in the 141ittlemagazines." I was sending out my' own' verse, and
I had my first acceptances in two or three of these magazines during
that period. In my sophomore year at the University of ,Wyoming,
I decided to start a little magazine of my own. The idea was to start
with local talent, in the hope that gi'adualIy"the 'magazine could
extend beyond the campus to reach for additional talent, and more
.' mature talent and also for reading' response. The magazine was called
Sage and was mimeographed. Several issues were issued during the
year, and I had the help of a number of students. I particularly remember the help of Madeline Shorey, who, as a Competent typist,
did the stencils for the publication.
.
This idea was not a new' one, and this pattern for the' "little
magazine" has been tried by many others since. I believe that in
most cases it is not a sound idea for launching a magazine. At any
rate, during what would have been my junior year at 'College J went to
Laramie and registered, but shortly returned 'home and .worked
during that year in a bank at Powell. The reasons were confusion anq
uncertainty about where I was going with a college education and my
personal future. During that year, of course, I had nothing to do with,
the magazine Sage, although some other students at the University
did get out one or two issues,' and that was the last of that particular
magazine.
On returning to the University to finish two ,more years~of under·
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:raduate work, I had .the opportunity to do some editorial work with
nagazines. Ann Winslow, who was the executive s~retary of the
~ollege_Society of Ameri~, had moved to the University of Wyomng, and with her had moved the magazine published by the Society,
:alled CoI1ege Verse. My poems were appearing in the magazine, and
mder aD. NYA grant I was able to assist her with the work. In addition,
:here were two students' magazines-one called Wyoming Quill,
ponsored by a local s~iety; and a magazine of the. student body
Nhich I edited at the time.
From these experiences I resolved that at some time I would return
:0 publishing a magazine, but I also resolved that the next time
lIould be under other circumstan~es. I wished it to be ponted, and
[wishe4 to start less with a local situation and to be able to publish
nore matpre writers whom I admired.
The three years from June 1937, to June 1940, were spent in
Baton Rouge in graduate study at the Louisiana State University,
md during half of that period my -wife, Mae, was secretary for The
Southern Review. A good many of us had arrived there because of
the work of Robert Penn Warren and Cleanth Brooks:
The last of those years, the school year 1939-40, I thought that
possibly the opportunity bad come for which I had been looking.
On the campus were a nu~ber of promising young writers who had
been publishing in the, little magazines as I had been. Two of these
students, Sheila Corley and Frederick Brantley, proposed that there
ought to be·an anthology of the writings by some of the students who
had gathered to work with Warren and Brooks.
. In the fall of 1939, th~n, I borrowed one hundred dollars from my
father and secured a secondhand five-by-eight Kelsey handpress. I
bought the .necessary furniture and type ~es, and also several fonts
of type and some paper. This outfit was set up in the garage of the
apartment where we lived. The library at the Louisiana State University, to my good fortune, had good holdings in the areas of the history
of type, of printing and. typography. I read all- of these books I could
to learn as much as possible in a short time about these materials, and
I set out to print. The book being printed was an anthology, called
Sign~~ An Anthology of B~gs, and the procedure was to se.t
one page at a time, print the copies on the handpress, then distribute the type back in the cases. Several of the· students came day after
day to aid in distributing the type in the cases.
I recall one. of the exciting moments of the year. Corley and
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Brantley told me of a new student on the campus by the name of
Thomas McGrath, who was writing verse and had published a few
things in the magazines. They brought me some of his manuscripts
and I sat down by the wall of the garage and read them .through.
Reading them gave me great elation and a great shock to think that we
bad such a fine and exciting talent. Subsequently, after knowing
MCGrath, I resolved that my first venture, other than the anthology)
would be a small ~ollection of his poems.
In March 1940, the anthology appeared and the following month,
McGrath's First Manifesto, as number one of the Swallow Pamphlets.
The reason for the pamphlet idea was that I still had the notion,
gained from reading the Haldeman-Julius materials, that good literature ought to be put uut at a very inexpensive price, and these pamphlets were projected at twenty-five cents each.

"

AT THIS TIME, twenty-six years later, I am not sure that I can recall
fully what was going on in my mind. Clearly, I was fired by the
idealism of the little IIJagazine movement. Yet the first two publications had been a book and a pamphlet, not a magazine. Somehow)
I knew that the purpose of what I had done was to be able to have
a little magazine, and I resolved that I Would not have any period
in my life in which I did not have active editorial, and probably
publishing" control of such an outlet. And that resolve has been
,fulfilled.
Clearly, also, I had provided myself with some training. At this
perspective of time, it seems that the 'training might have been haphazard, yet it consisted of active selection of manuscripts, and it
consisted of sufficient technical trai~ng that I knew i could put on
paper in a workmanlike fashion some of the things I would be
wanting to publish.
Another factor was at w:ork. Perhaps my readers will feel this is
a 'kind of mysticism, but I am sure that it is not. From my account
so far, the reader will have perceived that I grew up in an environment of work. My original home was, indeed, very close to the
frontier: the first water had been turned on the land, which I called
my home, just a few years before I was born; my grandfather had
homesteaded this land but had died before he could live on it; my
father started fanning it when he was seventeen; I was born two
years later. I believe that I have one tendency which is significant in
these facts; it is a tendency that I inherited, although I would not
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rthat all persons who grow up in the enviroJ:.lment will necessarily
ipond to the tendency. That tendency is to act upon' one's beliefs
:d ideas~ I value this inheritance probably more than any other.
llDslated to the situation in 1940 when I had finished two jobs with
y bandpress, it meant that I would .be .compelled. by my own
laracter to act, that is, that I would do what I felt should be done,
ld those things that I felt should be done were informed by the
ealism I have mentioned.
These factors-the somewhat haphazard training, the knowledge
td skills sufficient to do, the flair' for idealism,. and the innate char- .
:ter trait toward action-fell into place at one time' in a way which
suppose is rare in' one's life. (Another set ·of circumstances fell into
ace for me some fourteen years later, as I shall indicate.) These
d'to one other idea whic~ I cannot spot exactly in time, but my
Incepts· of publishing developed beyond that of the little magazine.
his development, I suppose,.has identified my publishing work
nee that time. As a·poet,·I was concerned with the problems of the
Jet I r~lized that those problems, in the publishing sense, extended
~oDd the outlets of the little magazines. Theripened concept was
tat there was even a greater need in the realm. of book publishing
laD there Was in .the/realm of the little magazine .world for the
fort. wh~ch was" analogous' .to the dedication found often in the
ttle magazines. The concept was what I later came to call the '1ittle
Ilblisher." The term 4'little" refers, of course, to an attitude, not to
ze. The analOgy is that book publishing should be informed by the
Ime noncommercial dedication as characterized at least the best of
le little magazines. .
Thus was added to the factors already mentioned a particular idea
f what.I could do in book publishing. The' excitement of discovering
IcGrath and printing some other impressive work drove this intenion deeper into' me. And for the next fourteen years I worked from
~ese abilities aild concepts. I had two years in Army service, but even
u~ng those two years, I worked actively as poetry editor of New
~exicri Quarterly Review (as the magazine was then called) ·so that
was never out of active decision-making in an editorial sense.
lasically, the method was that I made a living as a teacher~' first at
~e·Uiliversity of New Mexico for two years, 1940-42, and Western
tate College in Colorado for one year, 1942-43, and then after the
I3r at· the University of Denver for eight ·and a .half years, from
muary 1946, to August 1954- The publishing was done part-time as
<
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an avocation, technically. This means that during that period no
money was taken out of publishing. Small amounts, such as could
be taken from a teacher's salary, were put in. But at least ninety per
cent of the values that were put in were in the form of labor. This
included, of course, continuous and incessant labor of my own; but
at various times I had the help of my iamily, friends, and students
who volunteered; and at two different periods, the help, in separate
organizations, of Horace Critchlow.
To

TRY TO TELL

the story chronologically during those years until

1954 would involve so many strands that the story would probably
be confusing. So pennit me to project ahead the story of the mag·
azine effort alone and. then return to the book publishing.
Essential to the story' are certain attitudes that I have
. bad or that
I have developed about the little magazines. The reader should recall
that, in the first two decades of the little~magazinemovement in this
country, the chief effort was to publish creative work that was not
acceptable in the commercial magaZines: poems, short fiction, some·
times long fiction published over several issues, plays, various experi·
mental works hard to classifY. During the 1930'S and the early 40's,
especially under the impact of the Hound and Hom and Th~ SoutlI·
em Review, a different pattern developed, which I have called the
"quarterly review" type of little magazine. The pattern for the "quart.
.' erly review" was fo publish more nonfiction prose than creative work,
although each issue nonnally contained one or more stories and a
selection of poems. This type of magazine, together with the books
which quickly followed, 'became the publishing ann of the revolu·
tionary critical movement which so completely changed much of our
thinking about literature, both in criticism and in the profession of
teaching.
The "quarterly review" pattern became dominant and until very
recently bas remained dominant in the little-magazine field. The
diffieulty with the pattern is that in the hands of its second genera·
tion (of whom I ,must consider myself one), the critical materials
became repetitious and dull; that is, after the· tremendous illumina·
tion gained by the works of such men as Winters, Tate, Ransom,
Blackmur, Burke, and other men of their generation, the magazines
quickly seemed to be filled with minor developments on the old
insights and often became dull. In the later 194ds, I published an
~
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,say about the postwar little magazines, and I felt that the need
If the little-magazine mov~ent was to return predominantly to
·eative work. Gradually, this has come about until today, with the
)-Called "mimeograph revolution," the creative work seems to pop
LIt from almost every garret in America.
By the end of 1940, with my handpress equipment, I was ready
) launch a serious effort. In 1941 I published four issues of the
lagazine Modem Verse, printed from handset type always-at first
n the handpress and later on the larger press I shall mention. The
tIe indicates the purpose: to publish poems. The only prose was a
nall effort at reviewing. In this period, Dudley Wynn had become
ditor of New· Mexico Quarterly and had changed the name to New
lexica Quarterly Review, projecting the former magazine more
articularly into the "quarterly review" pattern. He asked me to beorne poetry editor of NMQR, and I turned over the small subscrip:on list for Modem Verse in accepting this position. From 1942
) 1948, lwben Dudley Wynn relinquished the magazine in order to
o to the University of Colorado, I continued as poetry editor. As I
Jok back on this experience; I believe that we had an important
lagazine of the "quarterly review" type. The prose fiction selected
Iy Dudley Wynn was challenging and often very distinguished,
ilcluding the work of many'pers9ns now widely known. The noniction had, appropriately, many important materials about the
iouthwest, but also included literary criticiSm. In poetry, I was able
o haveo space which permitted me to publish even more poems per
[uarter than I had been, able to use in Modern Verse and also to
:anduct a review section covering my commentary on some eighty
'olumes of verse per year. Although a part of a larger magazine; this
:ffort was clearly one of the larger efforts concerned with verse in
he literary field of the time, and it would be a pleasure to have the
pace to spell out the names of the poets who contributed.
As I was editing poetry for NMQR, I thought I detected a number
)f poets working in experimental ways that were not merely offshoots
)f the old experimentalism. I published some of this work, but it was
:lear that with the eclectic policy I had for my poetry selections, I
lid not have space for the job I felt they needed. On my initiative,
\1eade Harwell and I sent a letter to the poets I thought were involv~d, proposing the formation of a cooperative group and the p.ublicaion of a. new magazme to CQDcentrate upon this experimental work. .
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A group was formed and the magazine Experiment was begun. During
its first or second year, I was its editor; it was continued by""'Other
hands until it now seems to have gone o~t of the picture. '
After 1948, no longer having the poetry editorship of NMQR, I
worked in various ways in the little-magazine movement. One of my
objectives had been to try to find a means of being helpful to the
best magazines. An early experiment was the publication of The
Advance Guard for the four issues in the period 1947-48. This mag
azine did not..publish creative material but attempted to give precise
commentary upon serious literary publications in book and magazine
form (my readers will detect an idea here wh.ich reached some .
fruition in the··"current bibliography" sections of Twentieth Cen·
tury Literature seveIll "years later); it also provided brief histories of
significant little magazines. As my ideas developed, The Advance
Guard became the Index to Little Magazines. Indeed, the first volume of the Index in 1948 was published simultaneously as the last issue
of The Advance Guard. I bad finally developed a project which I felt
would be the most helpful one I could do for the best little magazines.
This project has continued, and it is also being projected backwards
to cover the historic past of the little magazines.
Active' editorship in creative materials for little magazines was confined for a short time to minor positions as associate editor and
advisory editor for various magazines. But, under my feeling that the
.chief effort in little magazines had tOI be. the publication of cr~tive
work; once more, in 1953 I started my magazine PS {poems and
stoPes}. As the name indicates, this magazine contains no critical
wor~ not even reviews. It is purely an occasional magazine and has
seemed to average about one issue every eighteen months. I consider
it primarily an adjunct to the book publishing, an opportunity to
publish briefer things by some writers whose work interests me.
In 1955, with the help of some of my former· students, as a
cooperative endeavor, Twentieth Centmy Literature: A Critical and
Scholarly TournaI, was begun. It bas been published continuously and
just as it crosses its twelfth volume, the journal will be given to Immaculate Heart College of Los Angeles so that it may be institutionalized and so that, also, it will be assured a place without dependency
upon my personal health and time. I have been proud that it has been
the only privately sponsored critical and scholarly magazine in the
literary field in this country. It has prospered' and has become too
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Irge a burden for me, taking too much time away from
19. PS, however, will be continued.

309
~y

publish-

low I CAN RETURN to the ~uch larger effort involved with book
ublishing under my concept 9f the "little publisher." In the spring
f 1940, after completion of the first two works with the handpress;
nd thinking about a first full book of poetry to offer on the market,
had asked Robert Penn Warren if he knew .any good poets w~o
lad remained unpublished in' book form. He suggested two, ':of
ihom one was Lincoln Fitzell. I contacted Fitzell, whose work I,
tad seen in magazines and bad admired, and entered into the first
ontract for a -book of this nature.
..
The printing equipment and the new' type and the plans for
~itzell's book, In Plato's Garden, were packed into the car and
aken to Powell for the summer, inasmuch as I was going to tbe
Jniversity of New Mexico ,that fall to begin full-time teaching.
)uring the summer I kept working away at the printing of the FitzeU
IOOk-a page at a time-and I have always felt that this was one of
he best printing jobs I ever did. All this was taken to Albuquerque
n September, and the printing was finished in the fall. I was lucky
o discover Hazel Dreis, surely acknowledged to be the best book)inder in the United States at the time, in Santa Fe, where she had
I binding shop. She became interested in the work and prepared a
rery nice cas~ binding for the Fitzell book at as low a price as she
:ould, and I issued the book that fall. This was followed immediately
'y some additions to the Swallow Pamphlet series.
.
The work to this time was poetry, as was the work with Modem
V'erse, and this, is a good place to' indicate some general' attitudes
lbout publishing poetry. A basic position 1 have bad is this: it is not
lossibte, volume after volume, to sell enough copies of a book ·of
loemS to pay commercial prices for production and to ,pay royalties.
)f course, there' will 'be individual variations, and an individual
rolume may do very well. Against this, if one is.persistent and pub~hesbook after book,"many will sell very poorly indeed. Therefore,
the publishing of poetry in our culture involves fiBding a means of
[laking up this deficit. The meaDS are several: so-called "vanity"
~ublishi~g makes up the difference at the author's expense; supporting the monetary loss .by monetary gains ~'sewhere; seeking the help
[}f an "angel," which in ou~ culture sometimes can involve not, so
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much an individual as a foundation or an educational institution.
To my mind, all of these are to be rejected. The.dependencyupon
the author is not in the best interests of poetry or poets, and certainly there is no correlation between the ability of a poet and his ability
to· finance publication of his work. The. second is presumably the
method used by our large publishing houses, some of whom pride
themselves upon sufficient literary taste to take a loss which will be
made up by· best selling books. It is to be noted that. many of these
publishers hedge on this matter in various ways, but it is also to be
noted that after a period in which the number of publishers who
thus prized their literary qualifications had declined considerably,
their number has· somewhat increased in recent years'. The third
method I have cho~en to reject wholly. The reason is that I regard
as Significant the value of individual editorial judgment and I have
therefore been wary of ever getting into a situation whereby a gift
might impose a kind of control or obligation. And the sorts' of other
; outside support usually involve the· viciousness of "committeeitis,"
that is, the filtering of the judment through a kind of averaging--out
. of several individual judgments. In our time, a vigorous publishing
program for poetry has been carried on by Wesleyan University
Press. To my mind, although I feel ~t is an admirable effort, the
editorial judgments involved have been to some extent blunted by
. the advisory-committee approach.
Rejecting these, yet determined to publish poetry on my. own
judgments, the training I had given. myself in printing was the
answer, just as it was the answer to the problem of publishing the
little magazine. My position was simple: by throwing in my own
work without cost against the book, I could reduce the out-of-pocket
expenses of producing a volume of poems to the extent that sales
would earn back all that expense plus a royalty for the author. As
my list has built, the average sales have increased, so that the dependen_cy upon my own manual work is less. For example, whereas I set
the· first books by hand and thus saved composition expense, I now
buy composition commercially. But for most of the books· of poetry
I still do my own work at the "stone" and ~y own· presswork. It
should be. noted that in a pinch I could get out a book with almost
no .out-of-pocket expense. I have not'taught myself to make paper,
but I could do so; but I have, with the help of friends in the
bindery, done every other. process of getting 'materials and of preparing a book.

I
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The idea ha,s worked as well as the extent of the labor I could put
lt~ the bookS. This has been sufficient to publish for nearly twenty
:ars more volumes of poetry under a royalty contract, as I have
llblicly claimed, than any other publisher in the nation. At least
Ir me and my basic position of action upon my judgments, I cannot
link of another device as a solution 'to the problem of publishing
oetry in our society.
Now, what of the taste and philosophy behind the judgments? If
Ie judgment was generally faulty, all this work would have been a
lIse, nearly useless, accomplishment. I have one interesting test for
Iy enthusiasms; for it is the momentary enthusiasms which· are
kely to endanger the independent judgment, so long, at least, as
ne may assume that the independent judgment is reasonably
rounded on a useful critical position. That test is this: I normally
ill have handled the poems a good many times before a booJC is
:ady. I try to read each book, before acceptance, a minimum of
wice carefully, and usually three .times. This delays the final judg~
lent somstimes, but it does protect the author and me from possible
ecisions on quick impressions and momentary enthusiasms. Then in
:ading proofs and in the actual pressrun-during which time I will
e reading also-the work-can become uold hat." By the time the
mcess is finished, I know a great deal about the poems. If my en~
nusiasm remains after those trials, I issue the work with all the
ritical assurance I can command. I test my critical judgment against
ne laborious process of printing, and I cannot think Qf a better test.
t reminds me of my early way of determining h~w much I would
mnt to purchase something from the Montgomery Ward catalog; I
~ould translate the dollar amounts into the number of hOUIS of labor
hat I would have to put out in work to_ acquire the wanted' posses~
ion. And I can think of only one title which, when I was through,
lad failed this test and I felt I had largely wasted my time. There
lave been a few other books, but very few, that I have not been
)roud of at the end of the process; these·were books in which I would
:horten my own proceSs because of the strong recommendation or
mthusiasm of someone else whose judgment I respected. These have
lot been bad, by any means, but in a few cases I confess that my
)wn critical ·judg\n~t did not sufficiently accord· with ·other judgnents. To put it another way, on an .occasional individual volume,
Jut of respect for others, I have succumbed to what I call the vice
)f "committeeitis" and in many of those cases I have been regretful.
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.An interesting sidelight-to me: the method I have outlined makl
me $0 familiar with th~ work that I am a little,affected by the r~e
comment that my books of poetry receive. I feel it in my bones, :
it were, that I am so much more inside these poems than tile reviewl
is likely t9 be. I respect many reviewers, but I know their 'handicaF
And until I. find that rare.one who has come as close to the poems:
I have, I know that 'my judgment should not be effected by tl
review comments.' I am betting my jud~ent for the long hal
against theju~~ent of any reviewer or critic. This may sound lil
a lot of arrogance, but l do nQt ~ow how a person could possib
act on his jU.dgments· so continuously· without finally taking th:
poMtion.
.
.
With the proud p~sition occupied on my list by the poetry of J..'
Cunningham, 'Yvpt' Wi,nters, .Edgar Bowers, Ala,n Stephens, All{
Tate,-and others who 'might be identified as working within the oldl
traditions of English poetry, obviously my. Gtste for ~e resources I
that tradition show~d plainly in' my editorial judgm,ents. Howev{
I have many times been .annoyed by some public comment tIt
would chtssify my publish4tg within ,tijis range. I ~ave .been eclecti
I have published the.work of experimental writers, ~cIuding at tim
special efforts that linked poetry with drawing (Cllthough I think tb
is· very clearly a fruitless endeavor); I have published a good mal
people wprking within what seems to be considered the "model
temper," as some of the characteristic definitions of poetry a
.' thought of today. I have· bee~proud ,to publish Thomas McGral
who is, in a seJ;lSe, none ,of these. Indee4, I find that most of tl
critics who wish to ,tategorize are them~Ives working wIth· a narra
definition and might ,appro.ve one or another book that I have d~n
but because I have ,done .so many others not within that definitio
they feel that I.have not worked hard ~nough.for those partieul
.notions. Shift the notions. from critic to critic,. and you cover tl

spectrum.
f;~'f:

A MAN by. the name of Horace Critch19w was a graduate student
the 'University of N~w ,Mexico .that school year of 1940-41 and v
became acquainted. He· was somewhat older than the usual grad
ate studeqt and had,a bit ofmo~ey. He wa~ keenly.interested in tl
publis~ing and thopght .he would Iik~· to work ~~ me on,.it; so' 1
bought out a small plant of. printing equipJ.llent which a man hl
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used as a part-time activity in the basement of his home. It cOn#isted
, of a Chandler and Price 10 X15 press1 type cases and furniture and
: several fonts of type, mostly adapted to job printing.. We installed
this equipment, together with what I had, in a garage we rented
near the University and formed a partnership called Swallow and
Critchlow. For something like a year we published together under
that name. We had an idea that we could pay for some of the cost
of publishing by doing odd jobs of printing for hire. In much of the
time available at the press, I printed letterheads for a church, sta~
tionery and invitations for sororities, one leaflet for. a boy's ranch,
and similar work. We called this. press facility Big Mountain Press.
I We bought linotype composition from a Baptist publication in
Albuquerque, where a preacher ran a linotype.
While Critchlow and I were working together, we had the notion
of· expanding beyond the realm of poetry. Particularly interested in
the problems of the literature of the West, we thought this expansion
might move in that direction. We published two books, one of them
paperbound, and the other, both hardbound and paper~ound (and
thus perhaps one of the manY1 many precursors of the "paperback
revolution" which is usually attributed at its start to Anchor books)
on which first appeared the reincarnation of the word "Sage.'; We
called these two titles, "Sage Books." One consisted of translations1
Three Spanish American Poets; the other, the anthology Rocky
Mountain Stories edited by Ray B. West, Jr.
In 1942 Critchlow was called into the army, and we had to break
up the partnership. We decided to dissolve it on approximately the
way we had· gone into it-that is, I kept my handpress and the type
I had had, and the titles, since I knew I would be going on with
publishing, and Critchlow took the larger press and the other equipment he had purchased. That equipment was moved near Santa Fe
and then, I discovered later, landed in Denver during the war.
That fall I went to teach at Western State College in Gunnison,
Colorado~ and during-the following school year I issued a few titles,
all poetry, using the handpress. .
.
. In the fidl of 1943 I went into the Army for a little more than two
years. When I was. in the Army, I was not able to issue any books,
alt)lough I did continue the editorial work for the New Mexico
Quarterly Review. I came out of the Army late in 1945 and arrived in
Denver in January 1946, to teach at the University of Denver.
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I HAD BEEN THINKING about a new idea for my publishing. I thought
that it was possible for a small personal publisher to cooperate with
. a commercial firm, and drew up some plans which were submitted to
a number of New York publishers during the winter of "1946. My
idea was that I would do some of the smaller things as before with
the small press and with the Alan Swallow imprint in Denver, but
that certain types of books might well make a go of it on the com·
mercial market through a joint arrangement with a New York publisher. William Morrow and Company was the first to take an interest
in my plan, and in May 1946, we concluded an arrangement for
joint publication under the imprint The Swallow Press and William
Morrow & Co.
The first joint imprint title appeared in 1947 and during the. next
four years some twenty-one titles appeared thus. A number of these
were poetry, but others provided an extensive experience with literary
criticism, literary bibliography, and fiction. I may as well use this
reference as an opportunity to talk about these types of books, just
as I have previously talked about my philosophy in publishing poetry.
One of the first two titles in the joint imprint was In Defense of
Reason, by Yvor Winters. This was f9110wed by critical books by
Alan Tate and Wallace Fowlie. They demonstrate that I have been
interested, if I publish literary criticism, almost exclusively in books
which bad what I would call a "seminal" position. I h?ve had very
. little interest in many of the books which are often published as
literary criticism. One of these is the ordinary collection of disparate
essays of a person who happens to have published a number of articles
in the quarterly reviews. Another is the usual study of an individual
writer. I have felt that the publishing situation for such books is fairly
well provided for; particularly did this become more true when Ford
Foundation funds became available to university· presses. I h~ve considered this a happy circumstance. The problem of the "little publisher" in this whole realm, it seems to me, is to keep from frittering
away his time and energy over the useful but derivative. At least I
have wanted, and I am proud to have achieved, in the three critics
mentioned and also later in publishing the criticism of J. V. Cun·
ningham, the publishing of books with these characteristics: a definite
and 4"'seminaI" point of view, that is, a type at criticism informed by
new critical thinking as well as containing useful scholarship and
useful commentary on the individual works. 1 am interested in what
I have called the "whole critic," that type of critical work which
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:monstrates a union of aesthetic and critical ideas with. the ability
see the particular literary work. The publication of the. Winters
iticism began here and continues on into the present; I have
.dieated elsewhere that I feel that he is the outstanding example
: the "whol~ critic." Tate's work, although it is a collection of
~parate essays and although Tate has Dbt provided a fully stated
itica1 position, certainly suggests these qualities. Fowlie was breaking
ew ground in attempting a rationale for surrealism.and other modem
lovements. Then Cunningham came along with the most succinct
~guments of position and detail that I-have ever seen.
I have violated this editorial stand by doing an occasional bo.ok
)Dut a particular author. I recall particularly the book on Sherwood
nderson by James Schevill (published at the University of Denver
ress) and the recent book by R. K. Meiners on the work of Allen
'ate. The reason for doing these, which seem outside my editorial
osition, is that I believe that each made a particularly needed contriution which might ·not have been published elsewhere and thus fell
~thin the special functions of the "little publisher."
As an offshoot from my position about literary criticism, I have
ad a considerable interest in literary biography, particularly that type
rhich can provide some biographical infonnation while at the same
ime providing some useful,. although brief, critical awareness of the
rriter's work. This accounts for the publication at· various times of
ncb a 'series as the English Novelists, so far as I know, the first
eries of such compact books in our time, and the volume on Frost
mtten by Elizabeth Isaacs. Considered eit;her as biography or as·
riticism, such volumes are of secondary values. But as a working
eacher, I have been interest~d in the very considerable values of such
lOOks when they are well done. I may say that I have been glad that
his type of book, now proliferated· in several series such as the
lwayne series and the Minnesota pamphlets can now- seem to be
lone successfully without the need of a special dedication of the
'little publisher." My ~nly other passing comment· on such books
s that· I wish they were not so rigidly conceived in pattern, but I
uppose if one must face the task of being certain that dozens and
lozens of writers must be covered,one somehow has to shepherd the
:ffort.· It· is not," frankly, the kind of editorial work and editorial
udgment in which I would have any interest.
Still another offshoot from my critical interest has been, if I may
lay so, a demonstration of the usefulness of the "little publisher."
I
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This involves what I call "literary bibliography." A prototype testiJ
of this kind of work was the volume Poetry Explication, first done 1
George Arms and Joseph Kuntz and published in the joint imprint.
1950. This compilation of critical references was· a new concept ax
it was very hard to sell at first I will say that at the time the joil
imprint of Swallow Press and Morrow was given up and the titl
moved to Denver; we had some unbound sheets of this title whi<
were remaindered because the sale had been so poor. But I could n'
leave this concept alone and persisted by publishing addition
volumes of this type. Gradually, over a decade, the concept cau~
hold. When Poetry Explication, for example, went out of print
its first edition, it was more in demand than ever before, and sin
we had the idea that these books should be revised approximate
each decade, a simple reprinting would not have sufficed. Instea
the time had to be taken to do the revised .edition. Since then Poet
Explication has been through several printings as have its compani(
volumes, American Novel, English Novel, and Short Fiction Cri
cism. The series will be rounded out by the addition ,of two volum
of drama criticism this winter, and the intention is to keep each
the volumes revised each decade.
Twentieth Centuty Literature linked up with this group of edit<
ial ideas in that it, in its attitudes, eschewed the work primarily
explication but demanded that its articles have something of critic
awareness or scholarly contribution. Then it immediately projecb
itself into literary bibliography by its' ((current bibliography" secti(
and by its publication of individual bibliographies. The latter featu
made it feasible for me to issue some of the bibliographies also
books, since costs could be shared in the two appearances. Three
four years ago, College English had a survey. of useful materials f
the'teacher and student, and of the thirty-five titles mentioned, I w
proud that seven were Swallow publications.
1 have approached the publishing of fiction also with s.ome pam
ular attitudes. One of those was in effect programmed by one of t1
first two books published, under the joint Swallow Press-Mom
effort, a book I edited ~ntitled Anchor in the Sea: An Anthology
Psychological Fiction. This attempted to point out a particular ty]
of fiction that had been the concern of many of our finest writers
recent times. I would say that my editorial interest iJ;l publishil
fiction .has remained somewhat close to that original conceptil
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except that, as I have gotten more deliberately into it in the "last
decade, other ideas have become a part of the editorial concern.
Perhaps the best way that I can summarize the position is this: a
Small publisher really should, if he can, stay away from the publica~
tion of fictionpe entire apparatus of the publication, reception,
and sale of new fiction is something outside his method of operation.
And the procedure I have outlined whereby one could manage a
continuous effort in the publication of poetry will not work for
fiction. The reason for this is merely mechanical: most books of
fiction are long and the small press will have to devote so much time
to a single volume that the printer could be doing several shorter
books with the same effort. I have done a few books of fiction in
which part of the manufacture was provided by my own labor, but
most of this work I have had to hire others to do. because of the
factor" of time. That is, the time that I had available for production
was centered on the poetry· and I was unwilling to give up several
volumes of poetry for one volume of fiction.
Despite these attitudes about publishing fiction, I have persisted
in doing so. The primary reason is that I have from time to time
found works which I admire greatly and which for some reason were
not being taken up by the large publishers. Thus I felt compelled,
again by my judgment of value, to do everything I could to see that
some particular works were published. Besides individual volumes
that I could mention, chief effort has gone into such as these; the
making available of the historical novels of Janet Lewis; completion
of Vardis Fisher's gigantic Testament of Man and then pulling
together a good many of his works; the assertion of the value which "
had been neglected in the work of Frank Waters; the publication of
the works of Anais Nin; the publication of two titles by Edward
Loomis' and various works by N. V. M. Gonzales, Thomas Bledsoe,
Richard McBride, and quite a few others; doing several books by
Frederick Manfred at a critical time for him. How have I managed
it? Situations for indiviilual volumes vary a good deal, but at this
moment I can say that I have not been hurt by doing this. I have
had to feel that with serious work the "little publisher"may not be at
quite such a disadvantage as it would first appear. Being devoted to
the works, he is prepared to neglect the immediate reaction, which
counts so much in the larger marketplace for fiction. In other words,
agam he iSc asserting his judgment on a long range basis; he is willing
to expect that the better fiction is not completely subject to that
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marketplace and that it will continue to sell instead of die. Some C
the works have attained a steady sale, a few in quite good volume. A
example of which I am particularly proud is the Frank Waters' ~ove
The'Man Who Killed the Deer. When I issued this at the Unive
sity of Denver Press about 1951, then taken over by my imprint i
]953, there was practically no sale available. But I managed to COl
tinue a sale at an accelerated pace ever since until now in its tw
editions it has a very substantial sale; every year it is more and mOl
accepted.
Incidentally, I believe that the University of Denver Press was th
first university press in the nation to publish original fiction, DC
reprints.
-

IN THE JOINT-IMPRINT PLAN I had thought that some of my titIl
would be able to assume the tremendous overhead costs involved i
New York commercial publishing and, further, that a by-product (
my work with some of the authors for my specialized literary imprir
would be an occasional book of even more popular demand, whic
would be a money-maker for such a finn as Morrow.
Experience indicated that I did tum out two or three manuscripj
of interest to them. But on the whole, the idea was not very satisfal
tory. I found that the authors with whom I was working were DC
very frequently commercially feasible in terms of New Xork pul
···lishing. I found, further, that despite the advantage of salesmen an
the normal operations of a New York 'publisher, the titles in whic
I was specifically interested did not sell so well that they could shm
the extra costs involved. So, by' friendly and mutual agreement, i
1951 the joint imprint was dissolved with Morrow, and all the titll
remaining that had been published thus were moved out to Denve
Several other things had been going on: I continued to publis
under the Alan Swallow imprint with verse and some fiction.
discovered that Mr. Critchlow was in Denver also, and that the pre
we had used iJl Albuquerque was in Denver in the basement of tl
home of Rudolph Gilbert, the Unitarian minister. I was able to mal
arrangements to use that press. 'Mr. Gilbert, in fact, was using it, l
well as a treadle Pearl Press ·that he. had, for the printing of chure
bulletins and programs. With both presses available, much more WOI
could be, turned out than with my small·handpress. For several yea:
I did my printing under those conditions, and a number of my stl
dents took an interest in the publishing and would lend aid, partic!
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rly John Williams, who learned to print and operated the press
lite often for a couple of years while he was studying at the Univer·
~

of Denver. A number of other students. also aided in one way or
lother, either by printing or- by folding. printed sheets for binding
the open·house gatherings I held periodically for students.
Critchlow also indicated continued interest and faith in publishg. With the Swallow Press arrangement with Morrow and with
mtinuation of the smaller editions of the literary material under
Ie Alan Swallow imprint, the spot that seemed to me wide open for
milar activity and development of a market was that of regional '
:>ob-books about the Rocky Mountain West. Critchlow andl
icked up, this idea from our brief beginnings some five years earlier
hen we fonned the small corporation called Sage Books, Inc., to work
l this field.
.
Then the University of Denver decided to make an effort in
ublishing, and founded the University of Denver Press. I ~ asked
) become director of that effort, although it was to be part-time,
nee I continued to teach.
For a period of a few years, I was responsible for books coming out
nder four different imprints: Alan Swallow, Sage Books, Swallow
'ress and William Morr~w &. Co., and the University of Denver
'ress. This was reduced; of course, when the Swallow Press and
ilorrow & Co. imprint was dissolved. Because those titles came to
)enver, the' number of titles did not reduce, and the effort inolved in th~ joint imprint was actually transferred to Denver and
ontinued with the Alan Swallow imprint.
In 1951, with the- death of Margaret Bartlett, Author and Jourlalist came on the market and Critchlow, Raymond Johnsonvho had founded a firm interested especially in publication printing
-and David Raffelock of the National Writers' Club decided to
IUy the magazine. I was asked to come into the group to edit it. A
lart of the arrangement was to provide some space for the press,
~hich I moved out of Gilbert's basement, and for storage and ship>IDg, which had becotile a real problem and had been infonnally
landled through the aid of friends who would put books up and
;ometimes do some of the packaging. For a period of two years, then,
that side of the work was handled in a building Author and Jourqalist had rented. In 1953 the Author and Journalist was sold to Nelson
t\.ntrim Crawford in Topeka, and it became necessary to make other
mangements. for space. One of my students, .Bruce Woodford, pro-
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vided basic storage in the basement of a home .he and his wife
owned, and then later I rented a garage to store6fhe books. That
yea;r we added to our home and provided a small room in which I
could place the press itself and do the actual shipping, replenishing
a small supply of the titles by going to the storage facility. This
served temporarily until in 1954 I secured on a competitive bid the
publication of the United States Quarterly Book Review from the
Library of Congress, and with the income from this contract (the
suspension of USQBR came in 1956), we added a building on the
back of our property, which bas been used since for printing and
shipping and storage facilities. In 1953 Mr. Critchlow decided to
leave Denver and ultimately moved to California, so again we had
to dissolve our association.
..
The experience with Sage Books, Inc., and the University of Denver Press had interested me in the problems of a regional list; and I
was determined to pursue it. So the arrangement was' that I took
over the stock of Sage Books titles and made the imprint itselfwithout the "Inc.".since the corporation was dissolved-a sub-imprint,
of mine; and I have carried it on since, with approximately one-half of
the publishing effort going into the books under that imprint.
In September 1953, the Unive~sitY of Denver, under stress of
change and financial difficulty, had decided to drop the University
of Denver Press operation. During that school year I worked at
disposing of University of Denver Press titles. I was thoroughly
convinced of the value of a number of these, for which we could
not get what seemed to be equitable offers from other publishers; so
I secured some credit, and entered into long-range contract with the
University of Denver on some of ,them, and acquired a number of
them to add to my list. Most of these tied into the regional effort
of Sage Books, a field we had devoted much effort to at the University of Denver Press also.
"

,

I MENTIONED EARLmR that there had been a second time in which
factors of my own character and determination as well as events
around me seemed to "jell" into a pattern. This second period carne
in the spring of 1954. I had taken over solely the Sage Books imprin~
I had brobght together titles of the Alan Swallow and Swallow PressMorrow imprints, and I had acquired some titles from the University of Denver Press. When these were put together, I had a fairly
substantial list in one place resulting from· those previous areas of

. '
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effort. Furthennore, under the stresses of time at the' University of
Denver, the Department of. English had been reduced' so much for
the moment that I.felt that I could not encourage.graduate students
to come into the writing program as strongly as I had before~
In that year, I resigned from the University of Denver and decided
to cast my lot full time with the publishing. This was the first year
that we had taken money out of publishing. I told my family that I
did not truly 'believe that a person could make a living in this country
publishing the books that I wished to publish, but I was mistaken.
The living, of course, must be reasonably modest; but over the years··
the values have increased and the amount of effort in tenns of num-·
ber of titles and variety of titles has increased.

SINCE

1954 the effort has been channeled principally in the two im-

prints--AJfln Swallow and Sage Books. These are, of course, the
imprints for the literary works (poetry, literary criticism, bibliography, .
and fiction) a~d for what I call "books about the American West."
The latter terminology is intended to be quite broad. I see a need
for small editions in the narrow category, "Westerp Americarut.~'
But this wor~ interests me very little. I have concentrated upon
trade editions over a broad span, and even. the references to the
American West have sometimes been stretched a tiny bit But the
books have included a .wide range from science through biography
and memoirs to guide books,. history, and even cookbooks.
In 1959 I decided to enter the :fashionable and rising ·field of the
quality paperback. At first, the work of this type was concentrated in
Swallow Paperbacks, that is, in the paperback offshoot from the Alan
Swallow imprlDt. A little later, I added Western Sage Paperbacks, a
•
paperoock development from Sage Books.
The effort in paperbacks warrants a comment because of my par- .
ticular approach to it~ I had done oc~sional titles in paper where the
fonn of. binding seemed ,suitable for presentation of a particular work, \
and the Swallow Pamphlet series had been continued with occasional
editions. But I.had resisted going into the "paperback rev91ution"
because I felt that it had an editorial position contrary to my own.·
'!?at is, although it was extremely valuable to publish package works
neatly and was relatively inexpensive, .it was ninety per cent or
mQre what I call "leach" pl;1blishing. I mean by this that editorial
jud~ent. is not extend.ed to new work and, the reputation of the
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publishing is not standing or falling on the judgment of .untried
work. Instead7 the scramble soon was on in the "paperback revolu·
tion" to find titles that had been published and made their reputa·
tions. That they brpught many of these back into print is7aSide from
the price, the big claim that paperback publishing can make.
I began to feel, however, that because paperback publishing creat
ed, in part, a new market-the expansion of the college bookstores
into .trade-book departments, which primarily became paperbad
depamnents, and the creation of a new group of bookstores _whid
handled paperbacks only-I should do all that I could to offer thil
market to my own authors. This was my reason for entry into th(
paperhack field. With· one or two exceptions, I have not sought thf
out-of-print book, and-with one exception, I have. not gone to Othel
publishers to get paperback rights. Instead, the paperback titles hav(
been developed from my own list7 according to that philosophy.
Furthermore, with my bent toWard asserting an active editoria:
judgment, I quickly became interested in exploring the possibilitie1
of the llpaperback revolution" for the original work, the untried work
This effort takes two fonns: 1) to publish something originally anc
solely in paperback, as I have in the series called Poets in SwaIlo"
Paperbooks and Fiction in Swallow Paperbooks; 2) the simultaneow
publication of many titl" in both clothbound and paperbound form
The first of these two methods is quite difficult because the developec
-market is so closely keyed to the reprint and the review media als{
so closely tuned to the conception that in handling paperbacks the)
are noticing reprints, that the "original" in paperbook form has little
place in the entire development. This is particularly true of origirul
fiction, and after trying a number of original titles in paper alone, anc
finding that the stores could not make a place for them and that the
review media took no ~otice of them as original contributions1 :
modified that particular plan and now publish a Clothbound editiOI
alongside the Fiction in Swallow Paperbooks edition. The original iI
paperback works a little better in poetry, and the method adds flexi
bility to the presentation of poetry. Within a limited range7 I nov
prize. the technique. I can now, according to the way I see a manu
script of poems and the problems of presentation, publish in an~
fonn aIilong the following choices: hardback, simultaneous hardbacl
and paperback, paperback original alone, and the Swallow Pamphlet
I find this flexibility significant, and I wish that a similar flexibili~
will be available to other works. But in this sense, the 4lpaperbacl
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~olutiont: has not demonstrated that it is a mature kind of
ublishing. _
_ .
My work with fiction in original paperbacks had Peen with the long
:anding feeling that the "little publisher't was needed in the area of
lOft fiction t that is, the short story, novelette, and short novel,. all
f which find a difficult time in the patterns of large-scale publishing.
'roin my original entry into publishing fiction, I have been interested
1 this particular problem. .I had hoped that the paperback develop~ent would be a help in solving the problems' of presenting short
iction, and it is a disappoinbnent that so far it has not been a help/
Iowever, I am not so sure that this picture will not be changed .by
latient 'and continuous work, since I cannot help feeling that at
orne time we will all become impatient with the lacks in paperback
,uqlishing and expect it to do more. To my mind, the form is there
IDC\ sometime it can be n:t0re suceesfully used~
_
A word should be said about a third imprint, Big Mountain Press.
\s I have indicated, this name dates back to the days in Albuquerque
n which Critchlow and I called our printing facility Big Mountain
?ress. Duting the years that we had the Author and Journalist maga~
cine, we decided to do sOIJlething about the vicious practice of vanity
?ublishers. That something was to revive Big Mountain Press as a
Jrinting-for-hire facility so that· those authors who felt compelled to
leU-publish would be able to secure a fair deal. The .term for such
editions is "private editions," in which the author seeks book production and owns all books produced and all rights in the work.
We are aware that the "private edition" or the sometimes cooperatively sponsored book (I mean by this term, that a group might
sponsor rather than the private'individual) is essential to American
publis~ing because certain works of specialized thought, of ideas not
acceptable to our publishing market, sometimes of' poetry, and of
similar limited needs, would not make a place in the nonnaI commercial market. Yet if they have inherent values, even of' a local
nature,' they must not. be denied a chance. Such books might be
sponsored· by institutional and governmental processes, but they
usually are not. Advantage of this need had been taken. by the group
of publishers we call "vanity," and -quite a large industry had developed, whicht to my mind, flourished at the authorst expense.
Big Mountain P.ress developed in perhaps unusual ways because
it was in a geographical area, with rather little know-how in professional book manufacture. Therefore, it has become a service as much
I
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for institutionill work as it has for the' private edition.' Universities,
colleges, museums, historical societies, churches, other publishers, and
other organizations, have sought it out as a means of getting professional production. A service of Big Mountain Press has also extended,
when desired,.to aid in distribution and selling of the books manufactured, this done purely on a commission basis. Once into such
commission work, and having the only· recognized trade publishing
:firm. in a particular area, I have also handled distribution of other
works on a commission basis, most noticeably the Bancroft Booklets.
The entire endeavor .of my publishing has' increased with such
vigor that at times it has stretched beyond my abilities to keep.~
close to each detail as I would like. As of the present time, something
between fifty and s~ titles are coming forth each year, of which
approximately forty~five are in the two imprints Alan Swallow and
Sage Books, nonnally about equally divided between the two, and
in the remaining eight or ten, the service work is performed by Big
Mountain Press. The size disturbs me, but so long as I have the time
and ability to assert the center of the effort, that is, the editorial
judgment of value in new work, I feel that the development can be
only helpful. And certainly it does provide an assured, strong and
flexible base: that the judgment need never fail merely because of
lack of facility to back it up.
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